
Legacy oil cooler door actuators continue to be a source 
of problems for the US Air Force C-130 fleet. The problem 
stems from premature failures in legacy manufactured 
actuators.

The CEF 8656M2 oil cooler door actuator is Lockheed 
Martin/USAF preferred on the production C-130J and all 
C-130’s.

The Solution: Replace the legacy actuator with the new 
upgraded CEF oil cooler door actuator:
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The oil cooler door actuator has a high failure rate 
that consistently makes it one of the top C-130 
failure items.

USAF findings concluded that failures were due to 
specific manufacturers’ actuators contributing to 
the majority of problems including part numbers 
1105123, 1105123-1, 880T100 and 880T100-3.

The results of tear downs indicated that there were 
problems in the wiring, filter and connector that 
could be corrected by process changes in overhaul.

Currently no data on improved reliability of legacy 
actuators.

Legacy 1105123/1105123-1

Legacy 880T100/880T100-3

Legacy L16-8-1/L16-8-3/L16-8-5

Legacy Oil Cooler Door Actuator - 1904 hours

CEF’s Oil Cooler Door Actuator + 3309 hours

CEF Part # Lockheed Martin Part #

8656M2 695807-7
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The aircraft manufacturer requires the C-130J Pallet Lock Assemblies (PLA) to be periodically 

inspected/tested to ensure reliable operation. CEF Industries, the Pallet Lock Assembly manufacturer 

offers a test unit that enables on-site inspection.

The Calibration Test Unit (CTU) is used to apply 

loads to the Pallet locking mechanism for both 

mechanical and electrical system calibration. The 

CTU provides the following:

• Measure the applied force of the pallet lock assembly 
and ensures the mechanical release is within the 
tolerance range.

• Applies load to the PLA and holds the applied load 
while the aircraft’s computer reads and records the 
mechanical load cell’s output voltage associated with 
the applied load.

• As the load is applied by the CTU the aircraft’s 
computer records the values and compares the applied 
value and computer indicated value to measure the 
calibration accuracy.

The CTU mounts to each Pallet Lock Assembly 

along the rail system and is used to test the left and 

right side Pallet Lock Assemblies. A surge protected 

power cord is provided and interfaces with aircraft 

power. The CTU and power cord are provided with a 

protective shipping and storage container.

OEM Calibration Test Unit
• Cost Effective with Internal calibration capability

• Reduces aircraft maintenance down time

• On-site Pallet Lock Box Calibration

CALIBRATION TEST UNIT

PALLET LOCK ASSEMBLY

3338700-5  Pallet Lock Assembly - Left Side

8676M3 Calibration Test Unit

3338700-6  Pallet Lock Assembly - Right Side
8709   Lock Box Trainer

Part Number                             Description

Please contact us for pricing and availability

C-130 Oil Cooler Door Actuator
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TWO BROKEN WELDS

C-130 Oil Cooler Door Actuator
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The legacy Oil Cooler Door Actuators 
continue to be a source of problems for 
the US Air Force C-130 fleet. The problem 
stems from premature failures in legacy 
manufactured actuators.

Mean Time Between Removal (MTBR)
• The Oil Cooler Door Actuator has a high failure rate 

that consistently makes it one of the top C-130
failure items

• USAF findings concluded that failures were due to 
specific manufacturers’ actuators contributing to the 
majority of problems including part numbers 1105123, 
1105123-1, 880T100 and 880T100-3

• The results of tear downs indicated that there were 
problems in the wiring, filter and connector that could 
be corrected by process changes in overhaul

• Currently no data on improved reliability of
legacy actuators

• The CEF 8656M2 Oil Cooler Door Actuator is
Lockheed Martin/USAF preferred on the 
production C-130J and all C-130’s.

Problematic Parts

MTBR comparison chart

The Solution: Replace the legacy actuator 
with the new upgraded CEF Oil Cooler 
Door Actuator:

BROKEN WIRES

TWO BROKEN WELDS

Legacy Oil Cooler Door Actuator

CEF’s Oil Cooler Door Actuator

- 1904 hours

+ 3309 hours

CEF Part # Lockheed Martin Part #

8656M2 695807-7

Legacy 1105123/1105123-1

Legacy

Legacy

L16-8-1/L16-8-3/L16-8-5

880T100/880T100-3


